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Pentkhaus

Private 6 Bedroom House For Sale In Bishopscourt
????????-??????????? ??????????, ???????? ????, ????????, , ,

7708,

TSINA PRODAZHU

? 1046417.00

 qm  12 kimnaty  6 spal?ni  6 vanni kimnaty

 6 poverhy  6 qm zemel?na
ploshcha

 6 avtomobil?ni
mistsya

Brk Brk
Brk Group

San Francisco, United States - Mistsevyy Chas

380 3453645645

Private home in idyllic setting This Georgian family home is situated down a picturesque lane next to Kirstenbosch Gardens and on the Constantia

/ Bishopscourt border. Sweeping views across to False Bay, surrounding mountains and established trees. Spacious proportions throughout, offer

room to entertain and accommodation for the extended family. A light-filled double volume hallway with skylights lead out onto the patio, pool and

back garden. Downstairs comprises two ensuite bedrooms and a further two bathrooms. The cozy lounge has a fireplace and another small

lounge/TV room leading off it. The large formal dining room is off the kitchen, which has a pantry and separate scullery. Upstairs houses the

spacious main bedroom with full ensuite bathroom and a sunny decked balcony. The guest bedroom has an ensuite bathroom and private

balcony. There are a further two bedrooms, a bathroom and a study upstairs. Excellent security includes electrified fencing, alarm, cameras, and

beams. Additional features: - Laundry room - Staff accommodation - Four cars garaging - Additional parking - Pool “Although every effort has

been made to ensure the accuracy of the information herein, Signature Real Estate will not be held responsible for any loss or damage that may

result from your reliance herein.” Pool: yes Garden: yes
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Dostupnyy Z: 21.05.2019

Poverkh: 4 Poverkhy: 4 Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Avtomobil?Ni
Mistsya: 4

Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Typ: Ofis

Zruchnosti

ID ID majna

Zruchnosti Na Vidkrytomu Povitri


